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Abstract
Background

Patients with human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2) positive breast cancer represent a poor prognosis, which are
recommended to be treated with neoadjuvant therapy (NAT). Tumor immune microenvironment, especially tumor in�ltrating cells
(TILs), are proved to predict the e�cacy of NAT. However, validated immune-related multi-gene signatures for HER2-positive BC are
still lacking.

Methods

We collected gene expression arrays of pre-NAT samples from the National Center for Biotechnology Information Gene Expression
Omnibus. Totally 4 studies are included in our study (n=295, no. of train =207, no. of validation=95) to construct the signature. Single
Sample Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (ssGSEA)and weighted gene co-expression network analysis (WGCNA)were used to quantify
immune-in�ltrating components in tumor environment and to identify immune related modules. We used spline regression to evaluate
non-linear effect of genes and to construct the signature.

Results

Immune in�ltration status was signi�cantly related to pathological complete response (pCR) (p=0.02). We �ltered 80 differential
expression genes according to immune in�ltration status, and identi�ed two gene modules correlated to pCR and immune in�ltration
status. CCL5, CD72, PTGDS, CYTIP, PAX5, and estrogen receptor (ER)status were signi�cantly related with pCR in linear multivariate
analysis. In spline regression, non-linear aspects of MAP7, IL2RB, CD3G, PTPRC, TRAC were relevant to pCR. We constructed a
signature concerning both linear and non-linear effect of genes, which was validated in 5-fold cross validation (AUC=0.81) and an
external validation cohort (n=88) (AUC=0.797).

Conclusions

In HER2 positive BC, immune in�ltration status should be involved into consideration to make optimal regimens. A ten-gene
generalized non-linear signature including ER status could predict the e�cacy of NAT.

Introduction
As an aggressive disease, breast cancer (BC)is the most common malignant tumor with the highest incidence all over the world1,
showing heterogeneous biological behaviors and variable clinical outcomes. Based on the expression of estrogen receptor (ER),
progesterone receptor (PR), human epidermal growth factor receptor (HER2)and Ki-67 level, breast cancer is divided into 4 intrinsic
subtypes: luminal A, luminal B, HER2-positive, and triple-negative breast cancer (TNBC)2. HER2-positive BC is characterized with
complicated progression mechanisms and a poor prognosis. In order to improve the prognosis of patients with locally advanced BC,
particularly in the HER2-positive BC, neoadjuvant therapy (NAT) makes a lot of sense in offering the possibility for surgery in
inoperable solid tumors, and modifying the following treatment3-5In many NAT clinical trials, pathological complete response(pCR)
always serves as a surrogate end point, linking to a better long-term clinical outcome6.

Tumor microenvironment is proved to modulate the tumor development and progression. Certain chemotherapy agents such as
doxorubicin and cyclophosphamide, could lead to immunogenic cell death and then activate the adaptive immune system to mediate
the anti-tumor reactions7. Tumor in�ltrating lymphocytes (TILs), as an indicator to re�ect the immune in�ltration and anti-tumor
adaptive immune response of the host, turned out to be a promising predictor for clinical response to adjuvant chemotherapy [5, 6].
Denkert. C et al. revealed the predictive value of TILs according to different intrinsic molecular subtype, indicating that increased TILs
could predict a better response in all molecular subtypes and a signi�cant survival bene�t in HER2-positive BC8. To better understand
the immune-related biological process and to identify the population which may bene�t from NAT, previous studies have explored
several predictive immune-related metagenes and gene modules9-11. For instance, a stroma-related gene signature was carried out to
predict the response to NAT, which was mainly composed of 4 gene pairs (PTCHD1/PDXDC2P, LOC100506731/NEURL4,
SH2D1A/ENST00000478672, and TOX/H2AFJ) published in 201812. However, speci�c gene signatures to predict the e�cacy of NAT
for HER2-positive BC are still lacking. Innovatively, taking the non-linear effects of genes on the predictive value into account, our
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research aimed to better investigate the correlation of tumor immune in�ltration cells (TIICs) subpopulation with pCR and to construct
an immune-related generalized non-linear signature to predict the response to NAT.

In our study, the weighted gene co-expression network analysis (WGCNA) and single-sample gene set enrich analysis (ssGSEA)
method were used to identify immune-related genes and to quantify the immune in�ltration components. Regression splines were
utilized to construct a generalized non-linear model and a series of bioinformatic analyses were performed.

Methods
Samples collection and data processing

We searched gene expression pro�les in the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) database using the keywords: (“breast cancer” AND
(“NAT” OR “preoperative chemotherapy”))13. The inclusion criteria were: available pCR information; pretreatment breast tumor tissues
from patients receiving anthracycline or taxane-based NAT (with/without HER2-targeted treatment, such as trastuzumab); studies
used GPL570 or GPL96 platform; studies containing more than 30 patients with HER2-positive BC. After reviewing all abstracts and
samples’ information, 4 studies (GSE2019414, GSE3264615, GSE5094816, and GSE6630517) were included in our study, and
GSE66305(n=88)was used as validation cohort. The other 3 datasets were combined as the training cohort, in which the combat
effect was removed by sva R package18. HER2 status was determined by immunohistochemistry (IHC) and fluorescent in situ
hybridization (FISH) and ER status was determined by IHC. When information of HER2 and ER status are unavailable in GEO
database, we used the PAM50 function in genefu package to categorize the tumors, in which ER status of patients classi�ed as
luminal A, luminal B subtype was de�ned as positive, while those of basal-like and HER2-ampli�ed were de�ned as negative19. The
hierarchical cluster plots (a)Before and (b)after batch effect removal were described in Supplementary �gure 1.

Identi�cation of gene modules by WGCNA

After removing the outliner values (n=2), the top 25% genes with the greatest variance in expression were used to construct gene co-
expression networks using WGCNA R package20,21. The adequate soft threshold for adjacency computation was determined by
standard scale-free networks. And then adjacency matrix was calculated according to the adequate soft threshold. Based on above
adjacency matrix, both the topological overlap matrix (TOM), and the corresponding dissimilarity (1-TOM) were calculated. Setting the
minimum module cutoff of 30, we got 12 gene modules. We performed preservation test (nPermutations=20)22. In order to ensure the
reliability of these identi�ed modules, 75% samples were trained to construct the modules, and the remaining samples were used to
validate the gene modules. The moduleEigengenes function was used to test the dissimilarity of the module eigengenes (ME).
Correlation between eigengenes values and clinical features was calculated by Pearson’s test, which was presented by a heatmap.

Quanti�cation of components of local immune in�ltration

We used ssGSEA method to quantify the immune cells in�ltrated in local tumor by GSVA R package23. Twenty-four TILs
subpopulations were quanti�ed by comparing the gene expression data with the 24 gene sets applied by Gabriela Bindea et al.24,
included activated dendritic cells (aDC), B cells, CD8+ T cells; cytotoxic cells, dendritic cells (DC), eosinophils, Immature dendritic cells
(iDC), macrophages, mast cells, neutrophils, NK CD56bright cells, CD56+ dim natural killer cells (NK CD56 dim cells), natural killer
cells (NK), plasmacytoid dendritic cells (pDC), T cells, T helper cells, T central memory (Tcm), T effector memory (Tem), follicular
helper T cells (TFH), gamma delta T cells (Tgd), type-1 T helper cells (Th1 cells), type-17 T helper cells (Th17 cells), type-2 T helper
cells (Th2 cells), regulatory T cells (Treg). Unsupervised clustering was used to divide the samples into low immune-in�ltration group
and high immune-in�ltration group. We used Chi-squared tests to analysis the associations between the immune-in�ltration status
and pCR. The correlation between the TILs subpopulations and samples grouping was described in a heatmap using
complexHeatmap R package and Sangerbox, an online tool25. A Kruskal-Wallis test was performed to analysis the variable immune
in�ltration pattern between different samples grouping.

Identifying immune-related genes of predictive value

Limma R package, was utilized to �lter the differential expression genes (DEGs) between low and high immune in�ltration group, with
the threshold of log2 FoldChange>1 and p value<0.0526. A total of 61 genes overlapped between the DEGs and genes in magenta
module and brown module. Univariate logistic regression model was used to calculate odds ratios (ORs) and 95% con�dence

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE14333
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE17536
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE17537
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE39582
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intervals (CIs) of the intersected genes. Multivariate logistic model was performed by SimDesign R package to screen the signi�cant
genes27. In order to explore the nonlinear effect of genes on the probability to achieve a pCR, a spline logistic regression model was
performed using the rms R package28-30. Cubic spline plots were plotted by ggplot2 R package31.

Construction of a predictive generalized non-linear model

Knots number in cubic spline regression model was determined by comparing the C-index between the models using different knots
number. Using rcs function in rms R package to construct a generalized non-linear logistic model, receiver operating curve (ROC) and
Harrell index of concordance (C-index)were used to evaluate the validity of our models. 5-fold cross validation was used to construct
the optimal model with the largest area under curve (AUC).

Functional enrichment analysis of co-expression modules

Several R packages was utilized to visualize and investigate the differential enriched pathways or molecular functions between pCR
and non-pCR group and between high immune-in�ltration and low immune-in�ltration group (packages: clusterPro�ler, enrichplot,
ggplot2)32. Toppgene website was used to analysis the functional pathways enriched within each gene module33. Gene Ontology
(GO)and Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG)were performed in clusterPro�ler R package.

Results
Descriptive statistics and Evaluating the correlation between immune-in�ltration status with clinical characteristics

Patients’ clinical characteristics in the 4 studies were detailed in Table 1. Flowchart outlining the research process was showed in
Figure 1. Variable immune in�ltration pattern was analyzed by ssGSEA method, and the results were set out in Figure 2a. Using the
unsupervised clustering method, the samples were divided into two subgroups—termed high immune-in�ltration group (n=48), low
immune-in�ltration group (n=159). By the chi-square test, we found that patients with high immune-in�ltration status had a higher
probability to achieve the pCR (p=0.022). Nevertheless, in ER-HER2+ breast cancer, no correlation between the immune in�ltration
status and pCR was found (p=0.24).

Comparing the TILs subpopulations between the pCR and non-pCR group by the Kruskal-Wallis test, we found that B cells, cytotoxic
cells, neutrophils and CD56+ dim natural killer cells were signi�cantly higher in the pCR group (Figure 2b). On the contrast, a
signi�cant decrease of eosinophils was observed in the non-pCR group. Figure 2c showed an increase of almost all kinds of immune
cells in the high immune-in�ltration group compared with the low group except for type-2 T helper cells. We also investigated the
predictive value of TILs subpopulations using the univariate logistic regression, revealing that B cells, cytotoxic cells, T cells,
eosinophils, neutrophils, CD56 dim natural killer cells may serve as independent biomarkers to predict the e�cacy of NAT. Results
were presented in Table 2 .The interactive correlations among the TILs were presented in a correlation heatmap (Figure 2d). Using the
hierarchical cluster analysis, the TIICs are clustered into 3 groups. Interestingly, the TILs subpopulations which were positively related
to pCR were enriched into the second cluster, while the eosinophils in the �rst cluster, were negatively related to NK cells and cytotoxic
cells obviously.

Exploring the potential pathways in differential immune in�ltration patterns

To better understand the intrinsic mechanisms of different immune in�ltration status, a total of 80 genes were screened out according
to the immune in�ltration subtypes, including 59 up-regulated genes and 31 down-regulated genes. The results were described as a
volcano plot in Figure 3a.

We analyzed the cellular component, biological process and molecular function sections in GO analysis setting the threshold of p
value<0.05. As is shown in Figure 3b, given the results of GO analysis, DEGs were signi�cantly enriched in adaptive immune response,
positive regulation of chemokine production, cytokine receptor binding and activity and so on. KEGG analysis indicated potential
active pathways, such as NF−kappa B signaling pathway, natural killer cell mediated cytotoxicity, cytokine−cytokine receptor
interaction. The enrichment plots of most signi�cant pathways in KEGG pathways were visualized in Figure 3c, 3d.

Genes modules identi�ed by WGCNA and functional enrichment analysis
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The top 25% genes with the greatest variance were used to construct the co-expression networks. All the genes included passed the
goodSamplesGenes test and 2 samples were removed as the outlier samples. 205 samples and 3072 genes were �nally used to
construct the networks. The correlations of the different soft threshold with the scale independence and mean connectivity were
plotted in Figure 4a. After observing the network results by using different soft threshold (3, 4, 5), we �nally determined to set soft
threshold at 3 to ensure optimal module connectivity and scale independence. A total of 12 gene modules were identi�ed by WGCNA,
2 modules with z-scores<10 were deleted in the preservation test (Figure 4b, 4c). Supplementary table 1 showed the genes in the 12
modules respectively. Pearson test was applied to analyze the association between the gene modules expression and clinical traits,
and a heatmap (Figure 4d)was plotted to describe the results. Interestingly, the magenta module (no. of genes in magenta
module=69)and brown module (no. of genes in brown module=277) were related to both the pCR status and immune in�ltration
status. Venn plot (Figure 3e)presented that 61 genes were overlapped between the genes in above two modules and DEGs according
to immune in�ltration status. By the gene functional enrichment analysis, the pink, brown and magenta modules were related to pCR,
which were enriched in leukocyte activation, B cell receptor signaling pathway, nuclear signaling by ERBB4, respectively. Except for
brown module and magenta module, the tan module, turquoise module, red module, green module, yellow module and greenyellow
modules were associated with immune in�ltration status, which were correlated with GTP hydrolysis and joining of the 60S ribosomal
subunit, PPAR signaling pathway, packaging of telomere ends cell cycle, mitotic, interferon alpha/beta signaling, metabolism of lipids
and lipoproteins.The functions enriched of the 10 modules were detailed in Supplementary table 2. Two scatterplots of Gene
Signi�cance vs. Module Membership of the magenta and brown modules were set out respectively in (Figure 4e).

Screening out genes linearly or non-linearly associated with pCR and optimizing the model

Using univariate logistic analysis, we �ltered 23 genes signi�cantly related to pCR in the brown module (p<0.01) and 7 genes in
magenta module (p<0.05). The results of univariate logistic analysis were detailed in Table 3. After adding the ER status, age,
pretreatment T stage in multivariate logistic model, �ve genes, which were CD72, PTGDS, CYTIP, CCL5, PAX5 and patients’ ER status
were proved to in�uence the probability to achieve the pCR synergistically, detailed in table 4. Next, we constructed a generalized
linear model consisted of these 6 variables, which was validated its predictive accuracy and speci�city in the external validation
cohort (GSE66305, n=88). AUC in ROC was 0.618 (Figure 6a). Secondly, univariate spline regression model was employed to identify
the genes signi�cantly related to pCR non-linearly. We totally found 5 genes, which were signi�cantly correlated to pCR non-linearly
(p<0.1). The cubic spline plots were plotted to visualize the non-linear effect of these genes (Figure 5 a-e). We compared the C-index of
the variables in the training cohort with different knots numbers, and the result was presented in Supplementary table 3.

We constructed a generalized non-linear model consisted of both the linear form of CD72, PTGDS, CYTIP, CCL5, PAX5, ER status and
the non-linear form of CD3G (no. of knots=3), IL2RB (no. of knots=5), TRAC (no. of knots=5), MAP7(no. of knots=5), PTPRC (no. of
knots=5). The formula used in lrm function in rms R package is as following:

f=as.formula(pcr~CD72+er_status+PTGDS+CYTIP+CCL5+PAX5+rcs(MAP7,5)+rcs(IL2RB,5)+rcs(CD3G,3)+rcs(PTPRC,5)+rcs(TRAC,3)).

To �nd out the model with the largest predictive value, we used 5-fold cross validation to construct the �nal model. When we
displayed the �nal model in the internal validation cohort, AUC was up to 0.815 and in the external cohort, the AUC was 0.797. The
ROCs in the internal and external cohorts were showed in Figure 6(b, c) respectively. Variables in our model and their coe�cients were
described in Supplementary table 4.

Discussion
More than 2.26 million individuals were newly diagnosed with breast cancer in the 2020, resulting in 680 thousand deaths all over the
world1. It is well-documented that the immune in�ltrates are related to the clinical outcome of HER2-positive BC34. With substantial
advances in the acquaintance and utilization of high-throughput technologies, large amounts of biomedical information provide a
more precise platform to investigate the association of gene variants and clinical characteristics. On the basis of deconvolution
algorithm, several methods using gene expression microarrays data were carried out to evaluate local immune in�ltrate conditions,
such as ssGSEA, CIBERSORT, ESTIMATE, and so on in recent years. Currently, we still lack validated biomarkers to predict treatment
e�cacy speci�cally for HER2-positive BC. In our study, we brought 4 GEO datasets into our study after removing the batch effect.
Patients’ immune in�ltration status determined by clustering results of ssGSEA, turned out to be signi�cantly related with pCR in the
chi-square test (p=0.022). Using the limma R package, we totally found 80 DEGs according to the immune in�ltration status. WGCNA
was used to construct gene modules network, screening out 2 gene modules (magenta module and brown module)which are
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signi�cantly related to both pCR and immune in�ltration status. KEGG and REACTOME enrichment pathway analysis showed that
genes are enriched in cytokine-cytokine receptor interaction and B cell receptor signaling (BCR)pathway, mainly acting in adaptive
immune system activation. A total of 51 genes were intersected between the two gene modules and DEGs. Given the results of
multivariate linear logistic regression analysis, a total of 6 variables, CD72, PTGDS, CYTIP, CCL5, PAX5 and samples’ ER status,
signi�cantly correlated with an increased probability of achieving pCR. We constructed a generalized linear model consisted of the
above-mentioned 6 genes, but the AUC was 0.6 when performed in validation cohort. Considering the non-linear effect of certain
genes which may in�uence the e�cacy of NAT, 6 genes (TRAC, IL2RB, PTPRC, CD3G, CD72, MAP7)were screened out by restricted
cubic splines without signi�cance in linear univariate logistic regression. And then we added these genes into our signature and
validated in the external validation set, the AUC was up to 0.81.

Furthermore, the key role of ER status in predicting the e�cacy of NAT has also been con�rmed by performing multivariate logistic
regression tests in our study, which is also supported by Rita Nahta’s study (2012)35. In our subgroup analysis, there is a signi�cant
association between the immune in�ltration status and pCR (p=0.021) in ER+PR+HER2+ breast cancer (namely triple-positive breast
cancer, TPBC). On the contrast, no explicit correlation between the immune in�ltration status and pCR was found, which may be
explained by the use of the target therapy such as trastuzumab (p=0.04). Based on the above results, we hypothesized that the
decreased probability of achieving pCR in TPBC was due to the low immune-in�ltration conditions. TPBC should be taken into
account as a speci�c subtype to guide the treatment. The role of anti-HER2 agents in modulating adaptive immune system has
moved progressively from hypotheses to a growing number of solid evidences36. In NA-PHER2 trial, an open-label phase-2 study
focusing on the patients with TPBC, only 27% of the patients treated with neoadjuvant trastuzumab and pertuzumab plus palbociclib
and fulvestrant achieved pCR37. In fact, we have to consider whether there exist some over-treatment problems for all the HER2-
positive BC. In purpose, our research is unveiling a new signature representing the host immune conditions which is capable to
identify the patients who will get bene�t from NAT. According to our study, no relations between the use of trastuzumab and pCR rate
in TPBC were found, probably because most patients with TPBC were treated by the targeted therapy.

Here, we noticed an increase in�ltration of cytotoxic T cell, CD56 dim NK cells and B cells in the pCR group, and a signi�cant increase
in�ltration of CD4+ T cells and dendritic cells in the high-immune in�ltration group. These TILs subpopulations may make sense in
enhancing the antibody-dependent cell-mediated cytotoxicity produced by the anti-HER2 drugs. To identify the concrete immune-
related genes, Denkert et al. evaluated mRNA expression of immune-related factors (8 immunoactivity factors, CXCL9, CCL5, CD8A,
CD80, CXCL13, IGKC, CD21; 4 immune-suppressive factors, PD-1, PD-L1, CTLA4, FOXP3) in 481 patients with HER2-positive and triple-
negative BC38. The result is that all of them were related to an increased pCR, in which expression of PD-L1 and CCL5 presents
highest association with pCR. It is consistent that CCL5 also played a vital role in our model. Ma et al. studied the e�cacy and
potential mechanisms of plasma CCL5 in predicting pCR in locally advanced BC by treating epirubicin-treated breast cancer cells with
recombinant CCL5, resulting in up-regulation of EMT pathway-related proteins39. IL2RB (Interleukin-2 receptor subunit beta)is
signi�cantly associated with immune-related pathways in ER- disease40. PAX5(Paired box protein Pax-5)is well understood in its anti-
tumor function in breast epithelial cells41, while its frequent promoter hypermethylation may result in early malignant progression of
BC42. Our study also identi�ed other potential biomarkers which may need investigations in future studies.

The major limitation of this study is that we couldn’t catch complete clinical features of the studies we used so that the correlation
between the genes and the patients’ clinical parameters in the signatures couldn’t be clearly explained. Further studies, which develop
enough following up time for the patients undergoing NAT, will need to be undertaken and larger population should be involved to
validate the signature. Secondly, our research was limited in the immune in�ltration conditions of the local tumor site. To develop a
full landscape of immune response to NAT, additional studies will be needed to investigate the consistency between tumor local
immune in�ltration conditions and systemic distribution of speci�c lymphocytes. The dynamic alternations of immune components
during the NAT should be further explored.

Conclusions
In this study, we identi�ed several TILs subpopulations (B cells, cytotoxic cells, eosinophils, neutrophils, CD56 dim natural killer
cells)may serve as independent predictive factors. Unsupervised clustering was used to divide the patients into two immune-
in�ltration subtypes. Based on the results of ssGSEA, WGCNA and spline regression, we constructed a generalized non-linear model,
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consisting of CD72, PTGDS, CYTIP, PAX5, CCL5, CD3G, IL2RB, TRAC, MAP7, PTPRC and patients’ ER status to predict the NAT
response with high sensitivity and accuracy.
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Table 1: Clinical characteristics of patients in the 4 datasets.
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  GSE20194

(n=59)

GSE32646

(n=34)

GSE50948

(n=114)

GSE66305

(n=88)

Total

(n=295)

pCR          

achieving pCR 22(37.29%) 12(35.29%) 44(38.60%) 27(30.68%) 105(35.59%)

non-pCR 37(62.71%) 22(64.71%) 70(61.40%) 61(69.32%) 190(64.41%)

Treatment regimen*          

TFAC 51(86.44%) 34(100.00%) 0(0.00%) 0(0.00%) 85(28.81%)

TFAC_H 8(13.56%) 0(0.00%) 0(0.00%) 23(26.14%) 31(10.51%)

TFAC_H_L 0(0.00%) 0(0.00%) 0(0.00%) 34(38.64%) 34(11.53%)

TFAC_L 0(0.00%) 0(0.00%) 0(0.00%) 31(35.23%) 31(10.51%)

TFAC_M 0(0.00%) 0(0.00%) 51(44.74%) 0(0.00%) 51(17.29%)

TFAC_M_H 0(0.00%) 0(0.00%) 63(55.26%) 0(0.00%) 63(21.36%)

Ages          

<=60 45(76.27%) 28(82.35%) 98(85.96%) NA 171(57.97%)

>60 14(23.73%) 6(17.65%) 16(14.04%) NA 97(12.20%)

unknown 0(0.00%) 0(0.00%) 0(0.00%) 88(100.00%) 88(29.83%)

ER status          

positive 24(40.68%) 16(47.06%) 27(23.68%) 26(29.55%) 93(31.53%)

negative 35(59.32%) 18(52.94%) 87(76.32%) 62(70.45%) 202(68.47%)

unknown 0(0.00%) 0(0.00%) 0(0.00%) 0(0.00%) 0(0.00%)

PR status          

positive 19(32.20%) 7(20.59%) 18(15.79%) NA 44(14.92%)

negative 40(67.80%) 27(79.41%) 96(84.21%) NA 163(55.25%)

unknown 0(0.00%) 0(0.00%) 0(0.00%) 88(100.00%) 88(29.83%)

Pretreatment T stage          

0 1(1.69%) 0(0.00%) NA NA 1(0.34%)

1 5(8.47%) 1(2.94%) NA NA 6(2.03%)

2 26(44.07%) 25(73.53%) NA NA 51(17.29%)

3 10(16.95%) 6(17.65%) NA NA 16(5.42%)

4 16(27.12%) 2(5.88%) NA NA 18(6.10%)

unknown 1(1.69%) 0(0.00%) 114(100.00%) 88(100.00%) 203(68.81%)

*Concrete information of treatment regimens could be obtained in the GEO databases. The “_” symbol was only used to differentiate
the therapy, by not related to “following treatments”. TFAC, neoadjuvant paclitaxel (or taxane), cyclophosphamide, methotrexate,
�uorouracil and adriamycin, (or doxorubicin or epirubicin). M, methotrexate. H, trastuzumab. L, lapatinib. Pretreatment T stage is
according to the AJCC classi�cation.

Table 2: Iden�cation of pCR-related TILs subpopulation
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TILs population Univariate analysis 
OR (95% CI)

P value

B.cells 419.094 (8.475-20725.409) 0.002

Cytotoxic cells 237.545 (7.436-7588.456) 0.002

T.cells 30.138 (2.901-313.115) 0.004

Eosinophils 0 (0-0.155) 0.017

Neutrophils 186.656 (2.325-14984.121) 0.019

NK CD56dim.cells 115.639 (1.586-8429.786) 0.03

Th2.cells 0.001 (0-1.425) 0.062

CD8.T.cells 818.857 (0.354-1895128.842) 0.09

TFH 0.002 (0-4.871) 0.116

Mast.cells 0.021 (0-2.807) 0.122

Tcm 73.707 (0.258-21055.298) 0.136

DC 10.675 (0.45-253.06) 0.143

iDC 0.008 (0-5.335) 0.146

TReg 3.445 (0.59-20.13) 0.17

pDC 2.993 (0.559-16.024) 0.2

Th1.cells 89.222 (0.088-90545.105) 0.204

Macrophages 15.976 (0.157-1629.926) 0.24

NK.CD56bright.cells 11.898 (0.14-1014.66) 0.275

T.helper.cells 65.346 (0.034-123796.535) 0.278

Th17.cells 0.393 (0.027-5.818) 0.497

NK.cells 0.204 (0.002-23.001) 0.51

Tem 6.119 (0.009-4336.715) 0.589

Tgd 1.867 (0.143-24.419) 0.634

aDC 1.122 (0.128-9.818) 0.917

The full names of TILs subpopulation were in the list of abbreviations.

Table 3: Identi�cation of genes signi�cantly related to pCR.
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  Univariate analysis 
OR (95% CI)

P value P value_lab

Magenta module      

ST8SIA1 1.629 (1.222-2.172) 0.001 <0.001

NKG7 1.502 (1.120-2.015) 0.007 0.007

PAX5 1.439 (1.084-1.911) 0.012 0.012

PTGDS 1.401 (1.061-1.851) 0.017 0.017

STAP1 1.367 (1.039-1.800) 0.026 0.026

CD72 1.380 (1.006-1.894) 0.046 0.046

CR2 1.244 (1.003-1.544) 0.047 0.047

Brown module      

CD3D 1.886 (1.325-2.685) 0 <0.001

PRKCB 2.193 (1.481-3.245) 0 <0.001

TRAC 1.907 (1.326-2.745) 0.001 <0.001

IL2RB 1.689 (1.209-2.359) 0.002 0.002

ITK 1.661 (1.202-2.297) 0.002 0.002

TRAT1 1.535 (1.173-2.008) 0.002 0.002

CD2 1.670 (1.189-2.346) 0.003 0.003

CCR7 1.546 (1.162-2.055) 0.003 0.003

POU2AF1 1.372 (1.112-1.693) 0.003 0.003

CD69 1.522 (1.146-2.021) 0.004 0.004

SLAMF7 1.312 (1.092-1.576) 0.004 0.004

CCL5 1.528 (1.138-2.051) 0.005 0.005

IL2RG 1.586 (1.150-2.186) 0.005 0.005

LTB 1.541 (1.139-2.085) 0.005 0.005

CYTIP 1.442 (1.117-1.860) 0.005 0.005

IGLJ3 1.374 (1.093-1.727) 0.006 0.006

TRBC1 1.459 (1.109-1.920) 0.007 0.007

GZMB 1.445 (1.104-1.891) 0.007 0.007

CCR6 1.487 (1.113-1.988) 0.007 0.007

CXCL9 1.292 (1.070-1.562) 0.008 0.008

IL7R 1.419 (1.096-1.837) 0.008 0.008

GZMK 1.387 (1.087-1.768) 0.008 0.008

TRAF3IP3 1.495 (1.112-2.011) 0.008 0.008

The threshold of p value was set at 0.01 in the brown module, and 0.05 in the magenta module. P value_lab de�ned the p values that
are far least than 0.001 as “p<0.001”.

Table 4: The signi�cant variants in the multivariate logistic regression analysis.
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Variables Multivariate analysis 
OR (95%CI)

P value

CD72 0.168(0.037-0.759) 0.02

ER status 0.034(0.002-0.605) 0.021

PTGDS 4.185(1.141-15.347) 0.031

CYTIP 14.63(1.091-196.133) 0.043

CCL5 0.1(0.01-0.985) 0.048

PAX5 0.13(0.017-0.993) 0.049

Figures

Figure 1

Study flow chart. When ER status was available, PAM50 subtype classi�cation applied by genefu R package was used to de�ne the
ER status. ER status of patients classi�ed as Luminal A, Luminal B subtype was de�ned as positive, while the ones of basal-like and
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HER-ampli�ed was negative.

Figure 2

Evaluation of TILs subpopulations in TME and correlation among the TIICs. Figure 2a, immune landscape of 207 patients with HER2-
positive breast cancer. On the basis of the results of unsupervised clustering in the 207 patients from 3 NAT cohorts, two distinct
immune in�ltration clusters, here termed high immune-in�ltration group, and low immune-in�ltration group, were de�ned. ER status,
PR status, pCR, and pretreatment T stage were annotated in the lower panel. The clustering was performed with Euclidean distance
and Ward linkage. Difference of tumor immune in�ltration cells (TIICs) population level between the pCR and non-pCR group (2b);
between the low-in�ltration group and high-in�ltration group (2b).Within each group, the scattered dots represented outliner TIICs
expression values. The thick line represents the median value. The bottom and top of the boxes are the 25th and 75th percentiles
(interquartile range). The statistical difference of the two groups was compared through the Wilcox test. *, P<0.05; **, p<0.01; ***,
p<0.001; ****, p<0.0001. Figure 2e re�ects the results of hierarchic clustering of pairwise correlation among TILs subpopulations. The
cells are colored according to Spearman correlation coefficient values, with blue indicating positive and red indicating negative
correlations.
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Figure 3

Exploring the potential functional pathways related to the pCR. 3a, Volcano plot of DEGs in high immune-in�ltration group in
comparison with the low group. P-Values were calculated using the Wald test. The dots were colored according to lgFC value and are
sized depending on p-value, with red indicating an increase in the high immune-in�ltration group, and green indicating a decrease 3b,
GO analysis of DEGs in the molecular function, biological process, cellular components parts. The bar heights indicate the sample
size of the GO terms. 3d, signi�cantly enriched KEGG pathways in the high and low immune-in�ltration groups. 3e, venn plot of
intersected genes among the brown gene module, magenta gene module and the DEGs between the high and low immune-in�ltration
groups.
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Figure 4

Construction of gene weighted co-expression networks. 4a, module-trait associations. The rows indicated the module eigengenes,
while the columns indicated clinical traits. Each cell contains the corresponding correlation and p value, which is colored according to
the correlation according to the color legend. 4b, clustering dendrograms obtained by hierarchical clustering of adjacency-based
dissimilarity. The colored row below the dendrogram indicates gene modules identi�ed by the dynamic tree cut method. 4c shows the
medianRank and Z summary statistics of the module preservation of the modules. In the preservation medianRank graph on the left,
the medianRank of the modules close to zero indicates a high degree of module preservation. In the preservation Zsummary graph on
the right, the dashed blue and green lines indicate the thresholds Z=2 and Z=10, respectively. These horizontal lines indicate the
Zsummary thresholds for strong evidence of conservation (above 10) and for low to moderate evidence of conservation (above 2). 4d,
a scatterplot of Gene Signi�cance (GS) for immune in�ltration status vs. Module Membership (MM) in the brown module (left) and in
the magenta module (right).
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Figure 5

The expression of variants included in the model on a continuous scale and risk of achieving the pCR in the training cohort. Analyses
were conducted using restricted cubic splines, which were plotted with HR (represented by solid red line) and 95% CI (represented by
the light red area). The means of variants were chosen as reference. 5a, CD3G; 5b,IL2RB; 5c, MAP7; 5d, PTPRC; 5e, TRAC.
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Figure 6

Evaluating the validity of the model in the internal and external validation set. 6a, the ROC of the generalized linear model concerning
CD72, PTGDS, CYTIP, CCL5, PAX5 and samples’ ER status for predicting to achieve the pCR. The ROC of the �nal model in the internal
validation set according to the 5-fold cross validation (6b), and the external validation set (6c).
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